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ABSTRACT 
It is a classical theorem due to Kronecker that a Hankel operator with bounded 
measurable symbol on the unit circle has finite rank precisely when the antianalytic 
part of the symbol is rational. There is a similar result for the Hankel matrices 
analogously formed from the discrete Fourier transform of a continuous function: 
namely, that these matrices have uniformly bounded finite rank precisely when the 
symbol itself is rational. 
CLASSICAL HANKEL  OPERATORS 
For ~b ~ L®(qF) the Hankel operator H6 with symbol qb, 
H4: H 2 ~ L 2 e H 2, 
is defined by 
H6f=e (~bf),  f~H 2. 
Here L 2 is the Hilbert space of square-integrable functions on ~'; H z is the 
subspace of L 2 of functions all of  whose negative Fourier coefficients vanish; 
and P is the orthogonal projection from L 2 onto L 2 e H2: explicitly, 
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P (~= _~ akz k) = Y~}_~ akz k. The Hankel operator H6 has matrix 
~-1 ~-2 "'" 
K = qb z ~b_ 3 ... 
with respect o the natural bases { 1, z, z 2 . . . .  } of H 2 and { z- l, z- 2 . . . .  } of 
L 2 O H z. The antianalytic part of a function ~ ~ L2(~ -) is P_~b; its analytic 
part is (1 - P_)~b. The classical theorem, due to Kronecker (see [1, p. 183; 3, 
p. 210]) is the following: 
THEOREM (KRoNECKE~). The matrix K has finite rank if and only if the 
antianalytic part of ¢h is rational. 
DISCRETE FOURIER TRANSFORM 
Let qb be a complex-valued function defined on the unit circle ~. For 
n 
each positive integer n we can define the discrete Fourier transform ~b: 
lnml 
nk=0 
where to = e 2~ri/n. This is a sequence of period n. When ~b is continuous we 
n ^ 
have q~ ~ n _,~b~, where q~ is the sth Fourier coefficient of ~b. 
DISCRETE HANKEL OPERATORS 
For each positive integer n the largest analogue of K we can construct 
using values of the discrete Fourier transform from only one period of its 
n 
values, say {~bs: -1  >1 s >1 -n},  is 
K~ = 
n nm / 6-1  ".- 
11 
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Here, as everywhere below, 
m.~ 
Let 7 /  denote the group of nth roots of unity. The functions 
{z -m . . . . .  z -~, 1,z . . . . .  z "-m-t} form an orthonormal basis in le(7/,) and 
tl 
4)  = (¢b, zS)t~tz,). Now K, is the matrix of 
span{1 . . . . .  zm_,  } d,b×) 12(~/n ) p_._~ span{g .... , . . . .  Z -1} 
where the first map is multiplication by (h and the second is projection onto 
span{z -'~ . . . . .  z-l}: hence IIg.II < IId'll~. This demonstrates 
THEOREM 1. Let ~b be continuous on T. Then 
supllK,II < ~. 
DISCRETE FOURIER TRANSFORM OF A RATIONAL FUNCTION 
First we note that for (h(z) = z t we have 
n 1 n - I  { 
~--- -- E o')k(t-s) = 1, S ~----n t,  
¢'~ n k=0 0, else. 
Next we consider the function ~b(z) = 1/ (z  - ~t) (a  ¢ 0, a"  ¢ 1). For 
l~<s ~<nwehave 
n ] n~l  ~ks _ t~s + t~s 
t~-s  ~ - -  E tO k 
nk= 0 - -a  
1 n -1  
/Zk= 0 
t/ 
[tO k(s-1) + o)k(s-2)O/ + ..- +0/s -1  ] + aS l~o 
] n-- I  
nk= 0 
n ( n) 
a * - l+as¢  o=a s-~ l+a ,# o . 
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Since ¢ . = ¢_, we obtain ~b o 
1/(1 - d ' ) ,  we ~ave 
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= ot" - l / (1  - ot"), and, defining ~'.(ot) = 
s -1  
- s= 1 -o t "  ff.(ot) a~- i  l<~s<~n.  
Let R = R(a ,  n) = (1 ~ oe 2 "" am- l )~. (a ) ,  and let  us write R tkl for the 
kth row of K..  Then R tkl = ak - lR  (1 ~< k ~< m). Differentiating with 
respect o a shows that for ~b(z) = 1/ (z  - a )  2 we have 
R tkl = (k  - 1)otk-ZR + a 
dR 
k-1 l <~ k <~ m. 
dot '  
And so on, for 49(z) = (z  - ot)-t, t = 3 . . . . .  This shows that for a rational 
function 
t mj ~/jk 
6 = E E - - -  o t j *O ,  Ot?• l ,  "~,mj=ikO, 
j= l  k=t  ( z - otj)k , 
we have rank K.  <~ ~,~=1 mj (the total number  of poles of ¢b counted 
according to multiplicity). For an antianalytic polynomial ~b(z) = E__S~ a k z k 
we have 
K.  = 
a_ a_ 2 ... 
a 2 a -3  "'" 
i • 
so rank K.  ~< d; while for an analytic polynomial ~b(z) = Ed0 ak zk the matrix 
K .  has a similar shape, building from the bottom right: explicitly, 
Kn -~" • . .  a 3 a 2 
• . .  a 2 a l  
(n  = 2m) ,  
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while 
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K,  = . . .  a2 al 
• . .  a I ao 
(n = 2m - 1). 
Thus we obtain 
THEOREM 2. Let 49 be rational and bounded on -~, and let 49 = f /g ,  
where f and g are relatively prime polynomials. Then, for all n, 
rank K, ~< max{degree f ,  degree g} + 
- ( -1 ) "  
REMABK. Highly explicit formulae for K~ may be found in [2]. 
MAIN RESULT 
THEOREM 3 (MAIN THEOREM). Let 49 be a continuous function on T. 
Then 
sup rank K, < oo 
t l  
if and only if 49 is rational (with no poles on •). 
Proof. Suppose first that 49 is rational and continuous on ]1-. Then 
Theorem 2 shows that the ranks of K n are uniformly bounded. 
Conversely, suppose that supn rank K, < oo. It is easy to check that 
K, ~ K in the weak operator topology--identifying K, with its natural 
extension to the operator 
( KnO ~) ~ L2eH2" 
It then follows that K has finite rank (indeed, rank K ~< lira sup rank Kk), 
so, by the classical Kronecker theorem, the antianalytic part of 49 is rational. 
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To show that the analytic part of ~b is also rational we consider the 
matrices 
Lr~ 
n n 
¢ l  "'" 4,m 
n 
~-n+l 
n 
~-n -krrt 
. / 
"'" ~-n+2m-1  
the analogues of K n for the symbol ¢(1/z) .  It is easy to see that rank L n ~< 
rank Kn + 1. Hence, sup, rank L n < ~, which suffices to conclude the 
proof. • 
The author expresses his thanks to Professor N. J. Young for several useful 
comments. 
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